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DeathA Sequel to Life
By Lawrence Broadwell

REALITY

All things within this mundane sphere of ours
And een the sun UTe noon and all the stars
Owe their origin and subsequent growtn
To the secret workings of an Invisible power

A power which strangely manifests Itself In cosmic force
And which though vastly Imperfect with Its tinny flaws

et by Its subtle power of harmonious adaptatiOnjBecame within Itself the first natural

A cause which In the lapse of time resolved Itself Into an eternal
law

1

Yet not a law unyielding nor Immutable In mold
But so pliant so plastic in Its general trend
As to hold all things despite diverging tendencies In an har¬ l

moniouswholejAn allpervading element of progressive force
It permeates the air and rules the sea
It paints the sunkissed rose and Imparts to it perfume
And Is the everImpelling upward force In every shrub and tree

The rain the hall the sleet the snow the wind and scurrying
clouds

Are only varying Impulses each In turn at natures helm
And although divergent forces they are held in proper bounds
By the harmonizing element In natures mystic realm

By it the various elements that form the soul of nmn
Are strangely held together tis a force that never tires
For every srprato atom Is a magnet that has
Iron ever other atom a strange attractive power

Vie fused electrical elements that compose the spirit life
Uy every roble Impulse is strengthened and made
More cohesive more magnetic and beautiful Indeed
Is every soul with gentleness and noble thoughts arrayed

The mental and the physical are component parts of man
What 111 affects the one to both Is harmful
And we hold to the conviction they indissolubly tire bound
That the mental cant exist without tho carnal

Wheneer the nervous system Is impaired or overcome
The minds a blank or filled with strange delusions
Then how can wo expect to have a future mental state
WhFn our bodies fall in death and dissolution

The nfllnlty of elements by which man has been evolved
Create liie giving fusion which endureth but a day
Then like the crystal snowflake that yields to noonday thaw
The foul of man evaporates and quickly fades away
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THE END
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